
 

 

  

 

Favorite Book: Pet by akwaeke 
emezi  

Favorite Food: 
Ethiopian - veggie combo! 

Favorite Performer:  
Bad Bunny 

Which 3 famous people would you 
love to have over for dinner?  
Selena Quintanilla, Freddy Mercury, 
and Walter Mercado 

 

 

 

 

I am from split families with split tongues, 
attempting wholeness. 

I am from summer trips to México in the back of a 
white pick up, when it was still legal to ride in the 

back without a seatbelt. My mother turns to us 
a few miles before arriving at the border and says, “ustedes solo 
digan ‘US citizen’, ok?” we practice the rest of the way and try 

to hide our anxiety when faced with border patrol agents.  

“I am from an ancient people that live behind my eyes, 
she says. tierra mojada, hot desert lands, el olor de copal 

curandero, fresh cut grass. I am from dichos like, ‘entre más 
pesa menos el muerto‘. 

“I am from a grandmother that cooked on the daily – tortillas y 
frijoles. Whatever was left over would be stored in a container 
and left outside in a bucket of cold water. They had no fridge. 
There was no waste. I am from her warm embraces and high 

pitched voice. I am from her licuados de soya. 

“I am from a blood family of six heterosexual individuals 
attempting to understand my fluid queerness. I am from 

shopping malls turned battlefields, taking cover from my mom’s 
grenade glares while browsing through the men’s section.  

“I am from a home of chosen queer family who live on, above, 
under, and all along the constructed gender binary. I am from 

game nights & bright lights, cold agua de jamaica on the stoop 
under a hot San Francisco September sun, riding bikes at night. I 

am from bon fires at Ocean Beach, pink Saturday at Dolores 
Park, and that moment you meet a “new” queer and find out 

you have 50 friends in common. 

I am from the home I construct along the way. I am from the 
pieces I choose to keep and the pieces I lay to rest.“ 
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